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Rationale 

The case for formative assessment and its parent ideology, Assessment For Learning, was made by               
Black and Wiliam (1998). Their extensive literature analysis showed that formative assessment            
produced “significant and often substantial learning gains” (Black and Wiliam, 1998b, p140). Hattie             
(2012) concurred and demonstrated that formative assessment was the most vital intervention that a              
teacher could make to improve a student’s learning. Several formative assessment techniques exist             
(Brent, 2014) and each has its merits. 

A challenging S.2 class was chosen to participate in this Practitioner Enquiry. This particular class               
regularly exhibited difficult, disruptive behaviour and contained a very wide mix of more and less able                
pupils. The intention was to find a formative assessment process to improve both ability and               
behaviour. Cauley and McMillan (2009) had looked at formative assessment techniques which boost             
student motivation and achievement. They stated that self-assessment was one of the highest orders of               
formative feedback and concluded that properly executed self-assessment gave students a greater            
sense of ownership in instructional activities. 

The Assessment Reform Group (2002) said that “properly executed” assessment should be built upon              
clearly communicated learning goals. Furthermore, Wiliam (2011) stated that the process of            
assessment must be constructive, task-specific and properly timed to ensure that it’s received with the               
mindfulness that is required for effective progress. 

Aims 

The aim of the Practitioner Enquiry, therefore, was to create a self-assessment activity which was               
specific to each pupil and built upon learning intentions and success criteria. Ultimately the purpose of                
this activity was to see what happened to pupils’ success and behaviour when self-assessment              
checklists were introduced. 

Methodology 

The enquiry took place over a four week period and involved the entirety of an S2 class. The pupils                   
were in the middle of a design sketching unit while the enquiry took place. During three separate                 
lessons (one of the weeks was interrupted by an inset day) the pupils were issued with a self-                  
assessment checklist which they completed at the end of the lesson. Alongside this, observations were               
made about skills, knowledge, behaviour and effort. 

Self-assessment checklist 

An example checklist is shown in Appendix A. Typically, each checklist contained 15 - 20 statements.                
The statements were grouped under the following headings: skills, knowledge, behaviour and effort.             
Each pupil was expected to assess themselves on three criteria - two of which were chosen carefully                 
by me, and one which they chose themselves. Hence, the pupils each received a personalised self-                



assessment checklist. Able and less able pupils were given different criteria and some challenging              
pupils were given targets which attempted to address their behaviour. In summary the checklists were               
tailored to give each pupil a well considered set of challenges. 

At the start of each lesson the checklists were handed out and explained in detail. The personalisation                 
was explained as was the need for privacy and honesty. Additionally, the pupils required reassurance               
that the assessments were not going to be used to punish them. The pupils were told to listen carefully                   
to the lesson’s learning intention and success criteria and then decide which criteria they’d choose as                
their third and final self-assessment target. The checklists had been carefully written to match the               
learning intention and success criteria. 

The actual self-assessment activity was a three-tier grading system. If, at the end of the lesson, the                 
pupil felt as though they had succeeded at achieving a target then they ticked the “smiley face”. There                  
was a “sad face” for a self-assessed failure and a “natural face” for when the pupil held ambivalent                  
feelings about their success. 

Observations 

There were several observations made during each lesson. First, the pupils were observed in how they                
selected the third assessment criteria. These observations took place as the pupils asked further              
questions about the “rules” of self-assessment. Second, as the lesson progressed, the pupils were              
observed wholistically as they worked. Behaviour and effort were studied, as was their specific              
appetite to assess themselves. 

Jotter/worksheets 

Jotters and worksheets from the lessons were kept and collected as evidence of the impact of the self-                  
assessment activity. The jotters/worksheets were able to show what impact, if any, the self-assessment              
may have had on the pupils’ skills and abilities. 

Findings 

Findings from checklists 

The checklists were collected after each lesson and read while notes were made about the effort and                 
behaviour of the class. In summary, the findings were as follows: 

1. Most pupils understood the checklists and used them appropriately. Three criteria had been             
stated and the grading system was used correctly. 

2. Some pupils did not understand the checklists. Several pupils had made errors on the checklist               
including failing to select a third criteria, or selecting all criteria. 

3. Some pupils failed to submit the checklist and instead glued them into their jotters. 
4. Most pupils were honest in their self-assessment. 
5. Some pupils were dishonest or inaccurate in their self-assessment. One pupil, for example,             

chose to grade her behaviour as good despite having been removed from the class. Another,               
who was challenged to talk less, assessed his performance as good despite having spent the               
whole lesson chatting to his neighbour. 

6. Pupils who generally lacked confidence were pessimistic in their self-assessment checklist. A            
small number of pupils downgraded themselves despite achieving all of the lesson’s success             



criteria. 
7. The pupils who were given proactive targets, such as “Explain to the teacher what X means”                

were either reticent to come forward or ignorant of that expectation. It took until the third week                 
of the enquiry before this behaviour was ingrained. 

8. Some pupils did not understand what “good” and “excellent” meant on the checklists. These              
terms were poorly defined. 

Findings from observations 

During the enquiry the pupils’ behaviour and effort were observed. The findings were as follows: 

1. After three self-assessment sessions there was very little difference to the behaviour or effort              
exhibited by the pupils. There was possibly a small improvement but that was caused by the                
teacher interventions. See point 2, below. 

2. The self-assessment checklists allowed for micro behaviour control. It was possible to correct             
behaviour by referring the pupil to their criteria. 

3. The novelty and presence of the self-assessment checklists caused some pupils to be unsettled              
for the first two lessons; they had a negative effect on those pupils’ behaviour and effort. 

4. The checklists and the self-assessment activity seemed to suit the pupils who were already              
diligent at completing tasks. 

Findings from jotters and worksheets 

Previously, before the practitioner Enquiry, the pupils completed a 3D sketching worksheet. It was              
easy to compare that worksheet with the work done under the conditions of self-assessment to see                
what effect it had. The findings were as follows: 

1. Pupils’ sketching work was slightly neater 
2. Pupils completed slightly more of the worksheet than in previous weeks 

Conclusions 

The findings show that the self-assessment exercise gave a small but negligible improvement in              
behaviour and effort. However, it’s difficult to attribute this solely to the self-assessment activities              
since their duration was so short. There were two other significant factors at work, namely an                
imminent S.2 parents’ evening and an inset day. The former may have improved the pupils’ behaviour                
and effort and the latter may have affected the flow of the practitioner enquiry. 

The findings also show a small but negligible improvement on the pupils’ skills and abilities. Jotters                
and worksheets seemed to show an improvement in outcome but, again, this may be attributed to the                 
imminent parents’ evening, the availability of rulers (which had been denied to the pupils earlier) or                
simply due to the extra practice that the lessons allowed.  

The pupils took a few weeks to become familiar with the self-assessment approach. This enquiry never                
really exited the novelty phase of the exercise.  

Implications for future practice 

To use this particular approach to self-assessment in the future several changes would have to be                
made. The scheme had several flaws, not least of which was that the production and customisation of                 
20 checklists was labour intensive. A checklist-based system for self-assessment would have to be              



leaner and easier to manage before it was regularly adopted in the classroom. There must also be a                  
significant amount of time set aside for the self-assessment practice to embed in the pupils’ regular                
activities; to pass from the novelty phase into commonplace. 

Finally I question the efficacy of these checklists for some able or strongly opinionated pupils. In 2007                 
Hattie warned that pupils who wish to confirm positive self-belief rather than focus on learning goals                
are more likely to adopt feedback that maximizes positive self-evaluations and/or minimizes negative             
self-evaluations. In other words pupils who participate in self-assessment may hold an intrinsic bias or               
insecurity and skew their self-assessment accordingly. 
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Appendix A 

Example checklist  



Self-assessment checklist 
 
 
Name  Class  Date 

 
Tick 
three 

  Standard 

    Skills       

  1  Complete the isometric worksheet to a good level       

  2  Complete the isometric worksheet to an excellent level       

  3  Complet page 1 of the isometric worksheet to an excellent level       

  4  Construct and draw an accurate isometric cube       

  5  Demonstrate a clear difference between construction lines and               
outlines 

     

    Knowledge       

  6  Write a paragraph which explains the difference between an                 
oblique and an isometric view of a 3D object 

     

  7  Describe the characteristics of an isometric sketch       

  8  Demonstrate to me two different kinds of pencil grip and explain                     
why we use them. 

     

  9  Explain to me why the ability to sketch in 3D is vital for a designer.       

    Behaviour       

  10  Keep phone away and out of sight       

  11  Remain in the classroom for the entire lesson       

  12  Stay in your seat unless you have permission to the contrary       

  13  Be respectful of your classmates; do not antagonise or annoy                   
others 

     

  14  Maintain a mannerly silence until invited to speak; don’t shout out       

    Effort       

  15  Answer one of the teacher’s questions       

  16  Turn up on time       

  17  Help another classmate with their work       

  18  Try my absolute best       

 



 


